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EX AFRICA SEMPER ALIQUID NOVI. 

By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL G. C. DANSEY-BROWNING, D.O.M.S., 

Royal Army Medical Corps 
AND 

MAJOR E.. C. ZORAB, D.O.M.S., M.B., 

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

Tms'is the outline of the stories of two improvisations which met after long and dusty 
pilgrimages in the fourth year of'the war:- They fused and from their fusion .it is hoped that 
there has resulted the blue-print of a standard Mobile Ophthalmic Unit. 

Study of any medical history of the· last war shows that there is no reason to 
d~im originality for the idya of such a unit. The theory was there. Bring the ophthal
mologist up to the battle casualty and not the patient back to the specialist. To this end 
special electro-magnets and" magnet-cars" had been designed but the twenty years of peace 
had relegated these to the attics of Military Medicine. 

M.E.F. UNITS. 

Western Desert manceuvres in the uneasy years up to 1939 gave one of the authors a 
very good idea of what a North African L. of C. would entail. It was clear that if any attempt 
at early surgery was to be made the ophthalmic.surgeon had to function at a Casualty Clearing. 
Station; the first bottle-neck on the medical line of evacuation. . Otherwise the chances 
of saving the functions of any eye, even only slightly injured, would be greatly prejudiced 
by the immense distances to· the base hospitals. . 

So the winter of 1939-1940 saw the design of an'" Oplithalmic Section Lorry" submitted. 
Later, as the author saw the casualties pass through his light field ambulance inWavell's 
" push," he wondered if the scheme was still gathering dust in its file in Cairo. 

But he was wrong for the powers-that-be altered and improved on the original scheme. 
More equipment was given it and, complete with a RU!llanian trailer, the Mark I design set 
off for Tobruk. 

It arrived just in time for the first siege. German bombs partly destroyed the vehicle 
and, after a short but exciting stay, the personnel and the remains of the unit were evacuated 
by sponge-fishing vessel to the Delta .. 

There for the moment the matter stood. But tM summer of 1941 and the static period 
that followed on the failure of the small June offensive necessitated this officer going forward 
to deal with" eye cases" at Mersa Matruh. On his return it was decided that one ophthalmic 
unit at least was required forward to cope with-the particular problems of the western Desert. 
So a provisional War Establishment, his old scheme and the personnel of Mark I were handed 
him and he was told to produce results. . 

Mark II came to term in due course and arrived at Mersa Matruh in time for die November 
offensive. The composition of the unit at this time is worth indicating. A refracting-room 

,had been constructed on a lorry, with a dental chair, as the basis of a minor-operating theatre. 
An electro-magnet and generator had been procured to enable major operations to be done 
at the C.C.S. November 24, 1941, nearly saw the premature end of this unit. German 
bomb fragments riddled the refracting room. But Mark II was able to continue its work 
with these honour:able scars for some eighteen months longer. .. 

The first part of Auchinlech's attack found the unit at the railhead c.C.S. and the battle 
casualties were plentiful and early. The rapid fluctuations in tht:J~o!}~. t,ll§lt f<211~~e~U~.l?PMj 
ently did not per~it of the unit. going forward; ~o t?e p.~rpf?tylhbl'Jefj!~sl}P9W;j%Jp¥B' ~~ary 
months of refractmg and treatmg the ophthalmIc .~t5·:"rfj 10 noiJ£f1if!u:z::U'fit 101 TT£22"JJfI 
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There was not,sufficient optical glass in the Middle East at that period to allow of the 
formation of Field Optical Sections. Once a mari was refracted his prescription had to be 
sent by train to Cairo to be " made up." The spectacles then were forwarded by train to the 
man's unit; often arriving broken weeks or months later. In spite of the advertisements 
also it was found that the phenomena of night-blindness and glare assumed their correct 
position in the long list ot complaints that the disrespectful called the " Sand-happy Syn-
drome." ' 

Rommel's attack and the capture of Tobruk gave a month's hard work on battle casualties 
to the unit before it took a leading plac;:e in the " Handicap" back to El Alamein. Then 
the unit was pulled out to refit and sent to spend a most enjoyable busman's holiday testing 
the nocturnal visual acuity of gunners in Syria and Palestine . 

. The Eighth Army was now at Egypt's front-door and the full flood of its ophthalmic cases 
swamped the out-patient departments of the Cairo and Alexandria hospitals. Immediately 

, the value of the desert step-child became obvious! The unit was torn from its Levantine· 
flesh-pots an9. sent back to its rightful milieu of sand, flies and six hundred fresh cases a 
month. 
. But within a short time the whole picture changed. The battle of El Alamein gave its 

scores of ophthalmic casualties. _ Then followed the break-through and the long road to 
Tripoli with its heart-breaking. daily mine casualties.· Here too was laid the foundation of 
the team-work with theneuro-surgeons; the first of the other" small units" to make Cl

sustain~d appearance in the field. Later a maxillo-fadal unit arrived to add the finishing 
touches to what the authorities aptly described as the" Specialist Trinity." 

The Army rested in Tripoli for a very short while. The unit worked frantically to rehabi
litate them with captured German spectacles before the advance continued into Tunisia. 
After Medenin, with the' unit in the right position to get the early casualties, orders suddenly 
arrived to hand over Mark II and set off to Cairo to design and build Mark Ill. 

Before leaving, however, news had, filt~red through tliat there was a Mobile Ophthalmic 
Unit with the First Army. Mark II wondered if the two would ever meet and compare . 

. notes but, though subsequently Sousse was reached, this did not eventuate in Africa. 

THE FIRST ARMY -UNI~. 

This portion of the story is given in rather more detail than that of the Desert Units. 
The reason is that this campaign took place in ~ountry that approximated more to Europe 
than it did to the Western Desert. 

At the time of the North Afriean landings there was still no finally approved War Estab
lishment for a Mobile Ophthalmic Unit. So, although the second author had heard the views 
of the Consulting Ophthalmologist at Home, yet he had not tlte benefit of the Desert Unit's 
experience to work from. Neither had he anything to enlighten him as to the difficulties 
to be encountered', 

From the start of the campaign the need for a Mobile Ophthalmic Unit became obvious. 
This was due to the urgent necessity for the early replacement of spectacles rather than for 
the immediate teatment of the battle casUalty. So it was left to him to gather whatever 
he could obtain in the way of equipment and transport and form a·unit that could function 
in that particular type of country. Although the distances to be covered were not large by 
Desert standards yet the roads were appalling, the railways scarcely functioned and postal 
facilities were, to say the least, haphazard. So if the spectacles of the soldier could be replaced 
within twenty-four hours there would be a tremendous saving both in manpower and in time 
wasted in travelling. 

So he set about him ahd collected :-
51 (1) The largest available" four-wheel drive" truck to cross the local mud. A Bedford 
~~~p~~a~ier served fiSt l!~rgose admirably. ' ..... : . 
U£~2') iWcj,6¥ta1f:iI&L~-e'fta~ot1f'0\:1'tfit. , ThIS condensed mto one large box everythmg that IS 
necessary for the examination of the'~~. 
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(3) A 'Set of ophthalmic surgical instruments. 
(4) A Serjeant Optician and a Field Optical Set. This set contained, in nine boxes, the 

materials and tools for the immediate production of many hundreds of pairs of spectacles. 
The unit, complete within forty-eight hours of its inception, set out for the CCS. 
Unfortunately this was sited sixty miles behind the line and proved 'too far back. There

fore it was decided to set up at F)eld Ambulance level and 'service each Division in turn. 
There were several routes and lines of evacuation'. In consequence it could not be arranged 

that all " Battle-Eyes" be routed to the one unit. So arrangements were made for the 
'various C.CS.s to call for the unit to operate on cases when necessary. ,In the beginning the 
'casualties were few; by far the larger portion of the work; the least interesting but yet the 
most important, consisting of re fractions and repair and replacement of lost or broken 
spectacles. . 
, The Regimental Medical Officers were notifi~d in advance of the location 6f the unit and 

the I'est was left to them. Though some days enormous crowds would arrive yet it was 
always found possible to get through the work and return the men with their spectacles to 
their units before sundown. One particularly heavy day entailed the Serjeant Optician' 
turning out seventy-two pairs' of spectacles; no mean achievment on a hand-turned grind
stone. 

In this fashion some four British and one American Divisions were serviced; sometimes. 
in the line, sometimes when "resting." Occasionally it became necessary to vacate the' 
truck in a hurry and seek a convenient slit-trench whilst enemy aircraft passed over on thei,.. . 
road-strafes. But luckily no hits were registered. 

For the final battle of Tunis the unit moved to Thibar. Situated there was a six hundred 
bedded hospital draining wounded from almost the whole of the British First Army Front. ' 
Numbers of eye casualties were admitted-largely mine wounds and mortar wounds. 

Tunis captured, there was a short lull until the 'evacuation of the captured Axis hospitals 
was started. Most of the casualties from these hospitals had been untreated, although often 
a week or more old. They gave plenty of operative scope. . 

At this point the purely African portion of the story finishes. The'First Army Unit and 
Mark Il were' in Tunisia and Mark III was being built in Cairo. It seemed extremely unlikely 
at that time that any further changes would be made before the impending assault on Europe_ 

EUROPE. 

In Juiy, 1943, Mark III had replaced Mark Il at Tripoli, when this old war-horse returned 
'to the Delta to refit. The first Army Unit moved to Sousse to await the Sicilian attack. 
Both units were occupied on routine refraction work and only a few eye-cases resulted from 
the capture of Pantellaria. 

The new vehicles of Mark III were on the scale of pantechnicons: one still being the' 
Minor Theatre and Refracting Room while the' other contained the " optician's 'shop" and 
generator. There was insufficient equipment for the major operation cases and still no, 
anresthetist. These vehicles were cif such a size that low priority only could be obtained for 
the Mediterranean cr,ossing. ' 

So, the landings once started, the personnel of Mark III "'wangled" their way aboard a 
Hospital Ship. A box of Surgical Instruments and only what eiuipment they could carry on 
their backs could be taken. However they had reckoned that in this form of " Civilized 
Warfare" there would be some provision of shelter or housing for medical units. In thIS, 
they were correct and this" token Mark III " once more was able to function at its spiritual 
home-the" Bottle neckC.CS." ' 

'At first, of course, owing to their limited equipment, they were only able to care for the 
battle ca~ualties. They operated, diligently instilled penicillin and sulphacetamide- and 
evacuated cases by air or sea to North Africa. Meanwhile the First Army Unit acted as a. 
" Rear Section" for'Mark III firstly in Sousse, later moving across to a General Hospital 
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The opticians' sh op, Mark 1 1I. 
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in Catania. Some of the cases came through direct to them but the majority had passed 
through Mark Ill. . ' 

As time went on lenses were acquired; in fact enough to start two optical centres. So' the , 
personnel of Mark III set about teaching themselves, by tri3.1 and mmy errors, the art of 
the optician on a P.O.W. hand-driven grindstone .. But fortunately their optician rejoined 
them before the very amateur quality of their" edging" became too well known. 

Early September saw the' trio from Miuk III still " humping" their equipment as theY' 
stole a ride· over the straits oj Messina. . They followed in the wake of the Eighth Army as it 
moved up the Calabrian coast to reinforce tlie Salerno bridgehead. Then they zigzagg~d: 
across to the East Coast of Italy, like limpets, sticking to their bottle-neck c.C.S" The First. 
Army UnitII).9ved up to Taranto behind them and the advance sections of the other memb:::rs: 
of the Trinity caught ·up with them. 

Then the powers-that-be decided to fuse the two units anrl'at the same time laid down Hie 
policy of keeping all three specialist units together at one forward bottle-neckC.C.S. Mark 

· III vehicles most ama~ingly arrived. A share of an anresthetist was obtained and also equip
ment for the unit to work its own operating theatre in the C.C.S. One of the opticians and 
his mobile " shop" was sent on tour to act as an advanced repair depot whilst the other 
remained to deal with the unit's main commitments. 

Thus, starting with the Trigno and .Sangro river battles and the subsequent struggle for 
Ortona, there were available at the most forward c.C.S. full specialist facilities for dealing 

· not ,only with all eye conditions but also through the willing co-operation of the other 'members 
of the" Trinity" WIth any other injury above the level of the cricoid cartilage. ' 

The statistics of the two units are also of. interest. Over a period of close on three years 
in the Desert it was found that some 21-22 per cent of all battle casualties passing through 
medical units had sustained ophthalmic injury. Of all fresh attendances at the unit some 
10 per cent were battle casualties; in Africa approximately 600 battle casualties. During 
the year up till February, 1944, the First Army Unit performed some 247 major operations 
and did some 6,500 refractions. . 

The original impression gained by the two ophthalmologists (who incidentally have kno'Nil 
each other on and off for twenty years) was that the Desert Unit had ~eeri forIped primarily 
to treat the casualty whilst the First Army Unit was designed to deal with the problem'of 
the man without glasses. By now they have both found that, to justify the title of ophthalmic -
unit, the two jobs have to be tackled together and at once. From these experiments and from 
their pooled experiences has emerged the blue-print of a standard mobile ophthalmic unit 
ready, for the Second Assault on Europe. . . 

EX AFRICA SEMPER ALIQUID NOVI!! 

SUMMARY. 

(1) Brief outlines are given of the histories of mobile ophthalmic units that have served 
with the First and Eighth Armies. 

(2) Their organization and method of functioning are given both with ,regard to the 
· treatment of the battle casualty and the sick. 

(3) The fusion of the two units IS described and suggestions for future modifications' 
outlined. 

As always, our thanks are due to each and everyone of the members of the unit~ without 
whose loyal support and 'unflagging energy the job could never have been done . 

• 
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